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Christmas Cards
We are delighted to announce the design for our 

2021 Christmas Card! 
For the third year running, we are also donating 10%* from 

every pack sold to Bees Abroad. Bees Abroad is a UK Charity 
promoting locally appropriate methods to generate income, 

strengthen livelihoods and relieve poverty through beekeeping.

*Net of VAT

Save the date

Don't miss our Gold Friday SALE! Starts on Friday 26th November
Discover great savings on beekeeping favourites!

Sign up to our newsletter to be the first to hear about this year's 
offers -

Visit beekeeping.co.uk/pages/newsletter

PLACE YOUR DEPOSIT FOR 
OVERWINTERED BEES
We are now taking deposits for our 5 FRAME
NUCLEI OF DEVON BEES. These bees have 
been bred from carefully selected queens 
following the Buckfast standards, to be calm in 
nature and reluctant to swarm.

The British Standard frames are suitable for
National or WBC hives and are available to 
pick up from our OKEHAMPTON HQ Usually 
available from mid-April depending on the 
weather.
Orders require a £50 non-refundable deposit. 
Balance of £225 to be paid on collection.
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Buzz Word
Viv Thorn, Chair DBKA

Greetings Fellow Beekeepers! November is the month in
which Branch AGMs are held. This year it is hoped that most
AGMs are held in person, but there may be a few which will
still be held by Zoom, or a combination of both. Please try
to support your local branch by attending your AGM.
Similarly, the DBKA AGM is going to be held by Zoom on
Saturday 11th December at 10 am. You will be sent an
email with details of how to register for the meeting closer
to the date.

The DBKA proposition asking the BBKA to take action
against honey adulteration has been sent to the BBKA for the
Annual Delegates Meeting in January. Somerset has supported
our proposition and a copy of it has been sent to all participating associations in
the South West Beekeeping Forum, so hopefully we should get good delegate
support.

You still have time to send your nominations in for the Downing Bowl 2021. This
award is given to the member who has contributed most to the Association in
recent years. The winner will be decided by a panel made up of the three previous
winners, so get your thinking caps on and give some credit to those often unsung
heroes in your branch. Send nominations to JeanFrench1957@yahoo.co.uk by
12th November.

Last month, I mentioned that Kathy Lovegrove had collated information
regarding courses and study groups taking place within the South West. Many of
these are via Zoom and so it may be fairly easy for Devon members to join in.
Contact Kathy on anemone1975@talktalk.net if you need more information.

The debate still continues in the DBKA Executive around whether a digital copy
of Beekeeping magazine would be acceptable to members. When I conducted the
last membership survey, over 60% of members said they would accept a digital-
only copy of the magazine. As you know we have been trialling this for the last few
months and have had positive feedback. This month, at the Executive meeting, we
will be looking closely at how such a move would affect subscriptions. Having a
digital-only format could potentially save members up to £9 from the annual
subscription, but there are implications for Gift Aid payments which might decrease
as a consequence. Once we have collated all the financial implications of any
change I will write to all our members again and ask them how they would like to
proceed.

It may be that the future of Beekeeping will not be determined by finances, but
by manpower. We still don’t have any nominations for someone to take over from
Lilah Killock and if this remains the case, then the frequency and format of the
magazine may have to change. Let’s hope someone comes forward soon!
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Your bees will now be tucked up for winter, but may still come and forage on
warmer days. Think about planting ivy, cyclamen, hellebores, mahonia and winter
flowering honeysuckle in your garden as a source of pollen and nectar. Remember
to heft your hives frequently and feed fondant if they are getting light. Now is the
time also to clean all your equipment and start planning your beekeeping activities
for next year. Having enough of the right equipment ready is the key to a
successful season.

The Downing Bowl Award

This magnificent silver bowl is
presented annually at the DBKA AGM.The
award has been made since 1965 and is
presented to the DBKA member who is
considered to have contributed most to the
Association in recent years; both at County
Association level as well as for their
Branch. It is a rule that it’s not awarded to
the same person more than once. On four
previous occasions it has been awarded to
a husband and wife team.

The decision as to who should receive this prestigious award is decided by the
Award Committee, made up of the current and the two previous years' recipients.
The panel does not suggest names themselves but choose from those given to them.
Every nomination will be considered and all names are kept confidential.

Previous holders in recent years are: 1999 Chris Utting, 2000 Jenny Buckle,
2001 Glyn Davies, 2002 David Milford, 2003 Denis Giles, 2004 Mike Deane,
2005 Jane Ducker, 2006 Bob Ogden, 2007 Beryl Smailes, 2008 Dr Mick Street,
2009 Richard Ball, 2010 Roger Lacey, 2011 Alicia & Bob Normand,
2012 Nigel Lawrance, 2013 Richard Howes, 2014 Ruth Neal, 2015 Stephen Ide,
2016 Jim Mogridge, 2017 Colin Sherwood, 2018 Barry Neal, 2019 Mike Ticehurst,
2020 Jean French

Last chance for nominations!
Please send nominations and citations to Jean French via email

JeanFrench1957@yahoo.co.uk
or by post to her at 5 Pinewood Close, Plympton, Plymouth PL7 2DW,

to arrive no later than Friday 12th November 2021.

Don’t forget - the membership year ends on 31 December.

Renewing your subscription in good time helps to reduce
the workload of your Branch Treasurer.
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Didn’t we have a lovely time, the day we went to our annual honey show? It
seemed an age since the last end-of-season get-together and yet it suddenly
came into focus when we found ourselves, albeit rather urgently, organising and
preparing for an
event separate from
the Horticultural
Society that had, for
many years, provided
a well established
site. Consequently,
this year was a
smaller and
somewhat trimmed
event.

We were fortunate
enough to have three
judges make themselves available at relatively short notice: Jack Mummery -
honey, wax and mead, Mrs Sally Wilson - baking, and Mr Wilson - photography.

North Devon Honey Show
Victoria Dykes

homehardware

MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

FOR ALL YOUR BEEKEEPING NEEDS

At 164 Fore Street, Exeter
Top quality equipment

Hives, frames, foundations and tools.
Main agents for E.H.THORNE

For personal service ring 01392 272877 : Email adamsofcrediton@btinternet.com

ADAMS
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Our local honey producers realised
one of the first opportunities of the
year in which the public were able to
purchase their freshly extracted hive
products. What a treat. Fragrant
and perfectly formed beeswax
candles, wax blocks and beautiful,
local honey full of our Devon
hedgerow flavours and bottled up
with a dose of sunshine for good
measure.

A note of thanks goes out to
The Bumblebee Trust and to AHAT
(Asian Hornet Action Team) for their
informative stands - a valuable
education tool for those who took a
moment to chat.

Alan Barrow received the Devon
Green Rosette for Best in Show.
Amongst the range of Alan’s entries it
was the five perfect 1oz wax blocks
that stole the show.

Robin Hutton received the prize for best ‘Run Honey’ in the Novice category.
Rosie Beaver deservedly took first place for her stunning photograph of a

worker bee, pollen baskets full and in perfect focus as it prepared to alight on a
catkin. The bright yellow pollen showcased the essence of nature’s bountiful
harvest against a pale winter blue sky, coupled with the unmitigated application of
the bee for her economical necessity to forage at that time of year.

Alan Barrow
receiving the Best in
Show award from
Jack Mummery

The Sales Stand
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Book Reviews
Rebirding - Restoring Britain’s Wildlife by
Benedict Macdonald

I came to this book as two very old friends
suggested that I read it. They were almost
evangelical about it. Usually, I avoid such
recommended books like the plague as I do not
wish to be disappointed in my friends. However,
on this occasion I took up the challenge. I was
not disappointed.

I am not a birder. I love birds, they are truly
amazing, but I am not a “birder”. I am a
beekeeper. So, the title was not a sell. Do not be
put off if you are not a birder. This book is more
than a list of all the wildlife we are losing. This
book is about what we could be doing. It made
me look at the world in a different way. It joined
the dots. It broke my heart and it gave me hope.

This book has won lots of prizes and has been
well reviewed in prestigious places. These are
recommendations in themselves to read it. But I would say if you ever look at your
buddleia and wonder why there aren’t quite as many insects as there used to be, or
perhaps you have not heard a cuckoo in decades, this is the book for you. In case
you have not got the message: read this book.

The confession: I did not read this book. I listened to it in “Audible”. Did you know
you can get a free book to listen to when you join.

Helen Tworkowski

OPENING HOURS

Monday to Saturday 

10am to 5pm

Closed Bank Holidays

COME & VISIT US AT

OUR DEVON BRANCH
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The Beekeeper’s Handbook by Diana Sammataro and Alphonse Avitabile
This is an impressive book by any standards and immediately demands attention,

plus a space on any beekeeper’s Christmas list.
The large paperback lends itself to living close to hand, ready to be delved into,

annotated (there are spaces for your own notes) and not left reverentially on a
bookshelf. There are very few blank pages, so all the big pages are full of
information, including the inside covers, front and back - very environmentally
friendly!

It’s a joy to delve into this updated fifth edition to find the required details, without
having to resort to an internet search. The book advises when it’s sensible to look
online for the latest developments, otherwise it
cross-references other chapters where further
or more in-depth information can be found, and
provides sources for further research.

Chapter One, called Understanding Bees,
provides an excellent overview of the essential
honeybee information, if this is the only chapter
you ever read, it will be well worth it. While
throughout the book it’s evident that the authors
are aiming mainly at an American audience,
with the odd spelling and using words like “Fall”
for “Autumn”, that doesn’t impact on the ease of
reading. Comparing a drone capping to the
shape of the end of a bullet simply adds
interest! There is no dumbing down when it
comes to using scientific names; however they
are always clearly explained. The space on the
big pages allows for this, as it does for regular
drawings and diagrams.

This wide-ranging book seems to cover every aspect of beekeeping in America,
including topics such as breeding wax moths for fishing bait, preserving beehive
equipment by dipping it in boiling paraffin, tips for protecting colonies from raccoons,
amongst others, which are probably of less relevance to the beekeeper in the UK.
Notwithstanding that, the book is a valid handbook for any beekeeper, particularly the
sections relating to scientific and biological topics, including honeybee anatomy and
pollination.

The Beekeeper’s Handbook by Diana Sammataro and Alphonse Avitabile is an
excellent resource and a good potential Christmas present!

Rachel West
The Beekeeper's Handbook Fifth Edition is published by Cornell University Press,

ISBN 9781501752612, and can be purchased in the UK from Marston Book Services
who are offering DBKA members a 25% discount off the recommended retail price of
£22.99 when the book is purchased through their website
www.combinedacademic.co.uk. Apply the code BEEKEEPER25 at the checkout.
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Beekeepers Quarterly Magazine
Special offer to DBKA members

The Beekeepers Quarterly is an international English language beekeeping journal
published by Northern Bee Books since 1984. Edited by John Phipps this full colour
A4 magazine has over 60 pages full of the latest beekeeping news, views and
research. It is published 4 times a year in March, June, September and December.

A strong team of correspondents from all over the world report regularly on
beekeeping topics of local and global importance. Whilst its contents are directed
mainly to beekeeping, the magazine also looks at the wider issues which have an
impact on the craft especially as regards to the environment, farming, conservation
and global warming. Contributors have specialised knowledge on particular aspects
of beekeeping, drawn largely from their own experiences, and include both amateur
and commercial beekeepers, scientists, and representatives of organisations that
have an interest in beekeeping as a craft or industry.

The normal subscription price for the print edition, mailed to your home address is
£30 + £3.20 postage, but DBKA members can subscribe for the discounted price of
just £20 + postage for the four issues in 2022. (A digital subscription is now also
available - normal price £20, but just £15 to Devon members with the discount code.)
Details of how to take advantage of the discounted prices will be supplied to you after
payment of your subscription.

Beekeepers Quarterly Magazine
The Quality Quarterly with Quarterly Quality!
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BBKA has taken out an insurance policy with Aviva that includes public and product
liability cover for BBKA members for the period 4th October 2021 - 3rd October 2022.

Sometimes, members need to produce a document to prove they have insurance
cover. Aviva do not issue certificates for public and product liability. (In fact, most
insurers don't, they only issue certificates that are required by law.) Aston Lark has,
therefore, provided a To Whom It May Concern document for members to use when
needing to show they have public and product liability cover.

All insurance documents are stored on the bbkanews.com website. Only active
members of the BBKA can log in to this site. You will be asked for your BBKA
number (shown on your membership receipt) and your postcode.

Once logged in, choose BBKA Documents from the dropdown menu on the left,
find the document you want, click on it, and then choose "Download as a pdf"
instruction in the top right corner of the window.

NB: You can access past copies of BBKA News from the website, as well as past
copies of An Beachaire (The Irish Beekeeper) published by the Federation of Irish
Beekeepers Associations. Choose the magazine title from the dropdown menu, click
on the issue you want and then "Download as a pdf”.

BBKA Public and Product Liability Cover

What Your BDI Payment Covers
Mike Ticehurst

The other day I had reason to investigate the details of the Bee Diseases
Insurance (BDI) cover and was interested to discover what was, and was not,
covered, and to read, in detail, the terms of the insurance. (All this information is
contained in your membership receipt but sometimes people overlook these
points.)

The insurance only covers the equipment listed below, as well as saleable
honey, that is destroyed, as a result of the discovery of either European Foul
Brood (EFB) or American Foul Brood (AFB). Importantly, it does NOT cover the
bees.

The Bee Inspector must be notified of the locations of all colonies owned or
managed by the person making a claim and also of any stored beekeeping
equipment. For BDI purposes a colony is regarded as any hive (excluding
miniature mating hives or similar hives) containing bees, regardless of size of the
colony.
All colonies in an apiary must be covered whether or not they belong to the

person making a claim; otherwise, any claim arising will be invalid even if the
beekeeper whose colonies have been infected is fully covered.

Compensation is given for the destruction of:
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British Standard Brood Frame, Polycarbonate or Glass Quilt,
All other Brood Frame sizes, Wire Queen Excluder, British
Standard Shallow Frame, Slotted Steel Queen Excluder, All
other Shallow Frame sizes, Plastic Queen Excluder, Open
Mesh Floors
All subject to condition - Excellent (As New) 100%, Good 60%,
Poor 20%.
Saleable Honey (40lb max per colony)

No other property is covered. It is considered that brood
boxes, supers and roofs can be sterilised using a blowtorch.

The insurers have debated the replacement of polystyrene
hives - obviously sterilising a polystyrene hive body with a
blowtorch isn't going to go well - and they are difficult to
sterilise by other means given their size, so destruction may

well be required (a headache for the bee inspectors as you can't just throw them
on the fire along with the frames - so they have to be taken away and destroyed
safely). It would seem reasonable for compensation to be paid to the beekeeper
(from a common sense point of view) although per the current policy wording, hive
bodies are excluded – the insurers are in the process of reviewing all the claim
procedures and guidelines so hopefully that will all become a lot clearer for the
next season!

The maximum compensation payable
to an individual is £3,000 in any one
year of insurance.
The rate of compensation for 2021 is:
British Standard Brood Frame £2.80
Top Bar Hive Frames £1.20
Warre Hive Frames £0.70
All other Brood Frame sizes £3.80
British Standard Shallow Frame £2.00
All other Shallow Frame sizes £2.70
Slotted Steel Queen Excluder £5.40
Wire Queen Excluder £19.00
Plastic Queen Excluder £4.00
Polycarbonate Quilt £18.80
Glass Quilts £17.90
Open Mesh Floors £15.00
Saleable honey - £3.00 per lb;
maximum 40lb per colony
No other property will be paid for,
eg, hive bodies.

For further reading go to https://
www.beediseasesinsurance.co.uk/
products

www.thebeeshop.co.uk

Quality Beekeeper
Clothing

At Affordable Prices

Full Suits,
Smocks, Bee Vests &

Veils
Full Adult Beekeeper Suit
from £55 (free postage)

Email:
michaeljohnduckett@gmail.com

Crown copyright
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Talking Points: 'Best Before' Dates
Chris Lloyd

For many years now honey producers in the EU, Britain and many other
countries around the world, have been required to put a 'best before' date on their
labels. The requirements vary throughout the world, including countries like
Australia who don't require a 'best before' date at all.

Everyone is aware that honey can last almost indefinitely with widely cited 3000
year old 'edible' honey being found in King Tut's Egyptian tomb.

We know that different flowers result in different honey properties with Oil Seed
Rape crystallising within a couple of weeks while other sourced honey taking years
to crystallise.

People enjoy their honey in different forms too – personally, I prefer it
crystallised, though the liquid state is perhaps more widely useful in the kitchen.

In light of these observations, how is a honey producer expected to make a
judgement on when 'best' is? With a mix of nectar sources typically making up an
average frame of honey, and with differing consumer tastes, a producer is
incapable of accurately judging when 'best before' will be for any one customer or
jar of honey.

It would make far more sense to simply apply a vintage date, as with wine. This
would be utterly unambiguous and could also be useful in marketing. It would also
serve the consumer better since they could accurately know how old their jars of
honey are. A 'best before' date doesn't say how old the honey is. Using a 'best
before' date also potentially opens up an avenue for complaint, for instance, where
a consumer is looking for runny honey but finds their purchase crystallising before
the expiry of this irrelevant date.

I propose petitioning the Food Standards Agency to have this aspect of labelling
requirements altered to require the year of production (not bottling) stated on our
jars. What say you? (Responses to be featured in 'Letters to the Editor'.)

Please send your ‘Talking Point’ for inclusion and discussion in future editions of
Beekeeping to me at deputyeditor@devonbeekeepers.org.uk.

How much do you
know about what
should be on a
Honey Label?

Key to numbered
points on page 214.



The worker honey bee has an amazing
capacity for storage in two of its internal organs.
The crop or honey stomach and the rectum, both
of which are capable of great distension and
retention.

The crop is a transparent bag-like structure
situated at the foregut and is used for gathering
water and nectar, plus honey when a colony is
about to swarm. It is capable of holding up to
30 per cent of the bee’s weight with nectar. Dade
states that the maximum capacity of the crop is
100mg, although 20mg to 40mg is more normal
when foraging. It is estimated that it takes
between 12,000 to 24,000 journeys to fill a 454g
jar of finished honey.

The crop is not a true stomach and has a filter mechanism at the end, the
proventriculus, which filters out any pollen grains from the nectar before it passes into
the true stomach, the ventriculus.

The rectum is part of the hindgut into which the
contents of the small intestines empty, and out of
which wastes pass out through the anus. Its role is
to hold the waste matter from digestion. This matter
is not normally expelled within the hive, so bees
must retain it until they are able to fly outside in
good weather. During the winter months or
prolonged spells of inclement weather they are
capable of expanding the rectum into the whole
abdomen.

There are six partly-chitinized pads arranged
around the rectum, called rectal pads. Their role is
to reabsorb ions and water from the rectum that
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Over-wintered worker bee, showing
extended rectum. X40 magnification.

Normal sized crop (red arrow)
X10 magnification

The crop from the bee above,
dissected out, full of honey

X40 magnification

Worker taken from a swarm, showing the
crop full with honey (red arrow), the

rectum partly full with liquid faeces (blue
arrow) X10 magnification

Expansion Vessels
Graham Kingham
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was previously collected by the Malpighian
tubules, the equivalent of the bee’s
kidneys. They are thin flattened tube-like
structures and work by osmotic pressure.
(Bees do not store water within the colony,
so must make full use of the water in their
bodies.)

Dissection of worker Plate 8 Dade
by kind permission of IBRA

Rectal pads, naturally coloured yellow.
X 200 magnification

Rectal pads,naturally coloured yellow.
X40 magnification
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Bait Hive Experiences
Richard Simpson

Early in my beekeeping career, once I had more or less got to grips with
managing the bees in my apiary, I turned my mind to swarms. While it can be fun
going out to get the ones in a bush or wherever, it’s far less time-consuming and
much more convenient if swarms come to you. Also, keeping any swarms from
your colonies on your own property reduces the pressure on neighbours or the
general public. For good measure, a swarm in your care is not down a chimney
or in a place where destruction might follow. All in all, worth a go.

Thinking along these lines, for around eight years I tried every commercial lure I
could get, several nuc boxes, different heights, orientations, and both with and
without frames. Every year I would see bees addressing the box and think, “This
is the one.” In almost every case the scout bees must have given me the thumbs
down. I never attracted anything apart from the odd queen wasp. In one single
instance a small cast moved in, but moved out a day later.

I now enjoy greater success. Each year I set up two bait hives on my property.
One, a National brood box with solid floor, entrance block, crown board and roof is
placed on a chicken shed at a height of about 7 feet. I leave a pair of straps
around it for when removal beckons. (If it has been hosting a swarm for a good
part of the season it can weigh a fair amount with the, by then, full colony and
stores.) The other is a 14x12 six-frame nuc box set on a growing bench at a
height of about 3 feet. Both face south. The National has an internal volume of
36 litres and the 14x12 nuc of 27 litres. Both these are at the lower end of the
range Tom Seeley quotes in his research into wild bee nests.* Most of these were
between 30-60 litres, although with a wide range. At 17 litres a five-frame National
nuc box is way down. The message is in the numbers. Cavity volume is assessed
by scouts walking the interior.

Since I upgraded to bigger boxes, I have caught swarms each summer. On
occasion, I hive the swarm, put the box back on station and catch another.

To act as a lure I use an old, fully drawn, clean and disease-free brood comb
supplemented by a few drops of lemongrass oil. To lessen the need for top-up
visits, I slightly overdose a dishcloth and place it inside a plastic bag, leaving the
resealable bag just ajar to let the vapour seep out. If it is too strong at the outset it
will settle to an attractive level later. That’s a judgement you have to make. I drop
that onto the floor along with a knob or scrapings of propolis. This is sufficient to
retain attraction all season.

To guard against bees building wild comb while my attention is elsewhere, I fill
the rest of the box with clean, used, but open, frames. This retains the impression
of clear space for the bees to work on, but guides the swarm where to build its
comb. As insurance, I equip these frames with a starter strip of unwired
foundation. A further benefit of starting with frames is that it minimises damage to
the nest from broken combs, bees drowning in honey and all the effects of
mishandling if you find yourself tilting boxes to recover them from high places, or
handing them down ladders to other beekeepers.
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Used kit is more attractive than new. If new is all you have, a few good smears
of propolis (obtainable from any beekeeper) and running a blowtorch around the
inside of a wooden hive can help condition it for occupation. It works for me.
* Honey Bee Democracy, Prof Tom Seeley, ISBN 9780691147215.

What is the Basic Assessment? Put briefly, it is an assessment, carried out by
an experienced and qualified beekeeper, to test your ability to handle bees and
answer questions on beekeeping "must-knows".
There are no written components.

The practical element includes the opening up of
a hive and the handling of the bees therein. The
assessor will expect you to commentate on what
you see, and will ask questions to draw out answers
that help you show off your knowledge.

He or she will then settle down with you in a quiet
place to ask you a selection of questions (printed
out beforehand) about things that can't be tested in
the practical part. The questions will include some
designed specifically to test your knowledge of the
reasons for swarming and swarm control, and pests
and diseases.

Why not talk to someone in your Branch who has already taken their Basic
Assessment? They will tell you that preparing to take the assessment taught them
so much they didn't know they didn't know, and that passing the Basic has made
them more confident in their handling of bees. If you are lucky enough to have
someone in your Branch who is qualified to assess the Basic, do ask them about
it. They will tell you that the Assessor's role is supportive - and probably that they
love assessing the Basic.

Contact your Branch Secretary to find out more.

Entry qualifications: You must have managed at least one colony of bees for
a minimum of 12 months (2 summers ideal) and you must be a member of
the BBKA.
Assessment Process: Carried out at an apiary near you, and takes about
one hour.
Pass mark: 50% (Credit 75%, Distinction 90%)
How much does it cost? £20.

The Bronze Badge awarded to
successful candidates

Have you thought about doing
your Basic Assessment?

Lilah Killock
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Serendipity
Jeremy Barnes

On August 21, as part of International Honey Bee Day, several local beekeepers
took a single frame observation hive to a local farmers' market. Two bees hitched a
ride by ‘hiding’ in the air ports on either side of the hive, and on arrival they walked
around the glass trying to find an entry point. No one seemed bothered by their
presence so we let them be.

Soon there was a young lad - my guess would be that he was about 6 - gently
persuading one of those bees to climb on to his hand, from which it walked up and
over his arm. Standing beside him I asked how many legs, wings, eyes, she had,
after which the question was, “Why is she not scared of you?” “Because I’m so still,”
he answered.

He wasn’t exactly still but his
movements were slow and careful,
and we had a chance to talk about
pheromones, even if that was not the
terminology we used.

Meanwhile an older man, perhaps in
his 30’s, watched in amazement from
the other side of the table. “I’ve
always been afraid of bees,” he said,
“and normally I would be running as
far away as I could. Do you think a
bee would stay on my hand?”

Gently, we moved the second bee
on to the back of his hand and she
crawled up his well-tattooed arm.

He was grinning from ear to ear as
he described the sensation of those six legs on his arm. For several minutes he
watched, and smiled, and beamed, and then gently and proudly returned her to the
outside of the hive.

There was so much happening here, besides the example of a child overcoming
the life-long fear of an adult. How often do we sanitise our environments ‘just in
case?’ What might we have missed if all the bees had been brushed off before the
observation hive left the apiary? Or if, on seeing those two miscreants, we had
disposed of them ‘in case someone got stung?’

Sometimes unpredictability, uncertainty and insecurity are, within reason, vital
aspects of significant learning. I recall reading more than fifty years ago, in a book
about revolutions (the title escapes me) that most significant historical discoveries
were not the intended result at the outset. Call it serendipity, an open mind,
fortuitousness …, I’ll expand in a later column. For this month I don’t want to detract
from the joy of this little victory on International Honey Bee Day.
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Key to honey label on page 214
1) The word honey is required.
2) The weight must be on the label. The weight must be metric (and it is optional to

add it as Imperial as well). The weight must be net, ie not including the glass jar
and lid.

3 The minimum height of text and figures on the label must be as follows:
<50g 2mm; 50-200g, 3mm; 200g-1kg, 4mm; >1kg, 6mm

4) You can specify the area where the honey is produced. For example, Devon.
5) You can only show a picture of a type of plant/flower or describe a type of honey,

for example, Heather, Borage etc, when the honey is at least 75% of that
particular type.

6) If you are selling the honey, you must have your and address on the label. It does
not need to be complete but you should be able to be found from the information.

7) If you are selling the honey through a third party, you must have a lot number
(though if your Best Before date specifies a day, month and year then a lot
number is not required).

8) You must have a Best Before date on the jar. Two, or even three years from now
seems to be common.

9) You must have a country of origin on the jar, for example, Produce of England.
Adding the country to the end of your address is not acceptable.

Virtual Honey Show Class 1

The closing date for the Virtual
Honey Show is at the end of
November. There’s still plenty of time
to enter Class 1:

A honey label designed by the
beekeeper to comply with current
regulations, judged for marketing
appeal. Supply two photos of your
label, one against a ruler in
millimetres showing the height of the
print used to display the weight of the
honey, the other without a ruler.

It is very straightforward to design a
label using a program such as
Microsoft Powerpoint. Call up a
blank slide. Add images and text
boxes.
(If you have problems putting your text boxes in the correct position, check out a
feature called text wrapping.) When you save you will have the option to save the
slide as .jpg (an image file).

Send your entry to lizwestcott@me.com.

The winning entry in Class 1 in 2020.
The judge commented: A good, clear, very
attractive label that is easy to read. Should

have 'L' before lot number.
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MAISEMORE APIARIES LTD
Manufacturers & Suppliers of Beekeeping Equipment

OLD ROAD, MAISEMORE, GLOUCESTER, GL2 8HT
TEL: 01452 700289

sales@bees-online.co.uk www.woodenbriquettes.co.uk www.woodenbriquettes.co.uk
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Topical Tips
Chris Utting - Master Beekeeper

Mice are a pest of bee colonies and will attempt to hibernate inside a hive during
the winter. So hive entrances must be protected before the first frosts occur. If the
hive entrance is no more than 8-9mm deep the mouse cannot enter but if the
entrance is greater than a mouse guard must be fitted. These are usually zinc metal
strips 470mm wide and 42mm deep with two rows of circular holes 9mm diameter.
The problem is that the holes can get blocked with dead bees during the winter. It
helps the undertaker workers when removing dead bees that the base of the holes
and the floor surfaces are flush. Do not use a piece of a queen excluder instead as
the tight opening will dislodge pollen loads from the bee. The guards are fitted using
drawing pins pressed in using the side of the hive tool.

Some beekeepers like to keep their bees well insulated and warm using quilts
under the roof. But a warm colony is an active colony that consumes food and
increases the risk of starvation in the Spring. So I remove the Varroa floor insert and
raise the crown board on a match stick at each corner to provide plenty of through
ventilation. This reduces the colony activity, keeping the cluster formation longer and
reduces their worst enemies – dampness and starvation.

If you are using solid floors ensure that the whole hive is set up with a forward
slope of a few degrees so that any penetrating water will drain away rather than
accumulate.

I keep a heavy house brick on the roof to reduce the risk of the wind blowing the
roof off in a winter gale. I leave the brick on end to remind me if the hive needs
attention at the next visit.

A few winters ago we had a very high rainfall and I was skating around my hives in
the mud slurry. So keep the access path clear ready for another wet winter.

If woodpecker damage is anticipated the hives can be protected by either wrapping
the hive in plastic sheeting that discourages the birds from clinging onto the hive side
or constructing a lightweight wood frame that surrounds the hive fitted with
galvanised chicken wire to prevent access.

Metal versus plastic jar lids? When metal lids are tightened the gold lacquered
coating in contact with the glass is scored and the acidic honey can cause corrosion
over time. If plastic lids are over-
tightened the lid can spring away
from the jar. Most metal lids have a
flowed in plastic seal but some
beekeepers still use the cardboard
wad as a seal.

My preference is the metal lid with
the flowed in seal. I never re-use a
lid.
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Honey Bees and Other Pollinators
On the fortunes of pollinator species through the 20th Century

Chris Lloyd

I have become quietly concerned about the increasing number of articles that
seem to pitch honey bee keeping against conservationists’ concerns. We are seeing
reports that honey bees are out-competing other native bees and contributing to
their decline, especially in large cities where beekeeping has become more popular
in recent years.

I have spent over forty years working in horticulture, from nursery growing,
through commercial gardening and landscaping, to tree protection and landscape
provision in the planning system, working in rural and urban situations. Over the
years I became aware of the swift decline in insect numbers generally, from
observations like the reduction (to almost zero) of insects splattered across the
windscreen and lack of hassle from flies when working. As our concerns for
environmental decline have deepened in the last couple of decades I have taken a
greater interest in what has been flying around me.

I find it frustrating when a scientific study takes on a vast subject and focuses on a
rather small aspect, then makes a pronouncement that gets taken to illustrate the
'facts' of a much larger argument.

There have been some very recent studies of honey bee behaviour and
distribution in London particularly, and I'm still looking for the definitive publication
that demonstrates that honey bees are out-competing other pollinator species. So,
I've started to compile a path of evidence of my own, from publications and
arguments and from my own, layman's, observations and perspective. I'd like to get
to the truth myself, primarily because my
observations over the past forty years don't tally
with the new anti-honey bee arguments being
promoted in some worryingly well-respected
quarters.

To begin this journey, I came across an article
from The British Bee Journal dated
25 September 1919, cited by Professor J
Ollerton, Consultant Ecological Scientist and
author, in his recent book entitled Pollinators
and Pollination. This article illustrates the
beginning of our British 20th Century’s
changing relationship with the honey bee. The
1919 article is repeated overleaf. It is copied
from the scanned original paper-clipping, word
for word and punctuation mark for punctuation
mark. I hope it kicks off some thought about our
own observations and about the changing
circumstances of our managed and feral bee
populations.
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The Official Beestocking Scheme
Owing to the “Isle of Wight” disease the stocks of bees in this country

have been depleted to an alarming extent. The production of honey has
decreased seriously, and the fruit crops have suffered through the non-
fertilisation of blossom owing to the lack of bees.

With a view to remedying this state of affairs, the Board of Agriculture in
1918 engaged the services of a Bee Expert, and a scheme to restock the
country with bees was initiated. An investigation of the apiaries still in
existence was first carried out, every part of the country being visited by the
Board's expert. It was found that the total number of stocks remaining in
England and Wales was only 32,500.

Simultaneously with these inquiries investigations were made into the results
which had attended local experiments in Kent and elsewhere to test the
resistance to “Isle of Wight” disease of bees of hybrid origin. It appeared from
the evidence that hybrid Dutch and Italian bees possess a high measure of
resistance to “Isle of Wight” disease. The Board therefore developed a scheme
for the introduction of Dutch bees for stocks and Italian queens for breeding.

In February last the Board's expert proceeded to Holland to purchase Dutch
colonies in skeps; and he succeeded in securing 268 skeps, which were
brought over in March without the loss of a single colony. Seven hundred
Italian queens, purchased from one of the best breeders in Italy, were brought
to England by post. To assist in the distribution of the stocks and queens, Bee
Committees were formed under the Horticultural Sub-Committees in 40
counties of England and six in Wales, the bee-keeping interest being largely
represented on these Committees.

The Board's expert has paid visits of inspection to the restocking apiaries, of
which all, except three, have been well managed. An average of five nuclei
Dutch bee stocks have been obtained from each imported stock, so that the
country is already richer by 1,340 stocks of bees resistant to “Isle of Wight”
disease. Inasmuch as the scheme provides for the continued multiplication of
the nuclei from the imported stocks, it may be expected that, in the course of a
few years, many thousands of stocks of resistant bees will have been reared.
Moreover, the official scheme has greatly stimulated private enterprise in the
importation of foreign bees.

– Board of Agriculture Weekly Services.
There are a few immediate thoughts from this article: the reference to use of

skeps and the apparent promotion of a new import trade as a good thing; lack of
reference to wild bee populations; the blame cast on Isle of Wight Disease is also
contested with some publications blaming import entrepreneurialism (not a word, I
know) for the widespread plague of bee death that swept the country between the
World Wars. It’s always surprising how deep the can of worms can be as soon as
you lift the lid; my most recent searches bring more and more conflicting opinion
and findings to light. Given how wide the field of study must be - taking in habitat
types, habitat loss, agricultural practices, local climate effects and change - I can’t
see a reliable, definitive position being arrived at any time soon.
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DEVON BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION
General Secretary - Barry Neal,

10 Oak Tree Road, Whitehill, Birdon GU35 9DF
01420-473522; 07789-435477; gen.sec.dbka@gmail.com

Registered Charity No 270675

Annual General Meeting 2021
The Devon Beekeepers’ Association (DBKA)

2021 Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held
by Zoom Video-Conference at 10.00 am on Saturday 11th December 2021

Proposals for agenda items and nominations for election of DBKA County
Officer posts (the DBKA website has details) must be forwarded to the
DBKA General Secretary no later than Wednesday 10th November 2021

The agenda and annual report will be available on the DBKA website and in
December’s Beekeeping Magazine and the audited annual accounts will be

available on the DBKA website

Zoom Video-Conference joining instructions will be sent out nearer the time.
(Members will not need a Zoom account to join the meeting)

The AGM requires a quorum of 30 DBKA members eligible to vote:
Registered, Partner and Honorary (who were either Registered or Partner

Members before becoming Honorary Members)

Scientists are at loggerheads when trying to classify the Nosema bug. The count is
still out!

This disease is common amongst bees. It tends to be more prevalent in the spring
and healthy colonies seem to cope with it well. There is no recommended treatment
in the UK other than a comb change to remove the spores.

The bug settles in the bee’s stomach and produces spores which then give the
bees diarrhoea; this is cleaned up by the young house bees, making them more at
risk than the rest of the hive.

Spare a thought for the humble bumble bee. They are affected by Nosema also,
but the queen and workers seem to have some tolerance - it is the male who suffers.
The drones’ gut becomes so distended it makes them unable to fly and as a result of
this they cannot mate; this then leads to the collapse of the bumble bee colony.

NB: The NBU advice for dealing with Nosema is that beekeepers should try to
maintain their colonies in good health by applying good husbandry practices such as
maintaining strong, well fed and disease tolerant colonies, headed by young and
prolific queens. Beekeepers should also consider re-queening susceptible colonies
with queens from more tolerant stocks of bees which are better able to cope with
Nosema infection.

Nosema - Microsporidian or Fungus?
Graham Kingham
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Diary Dates
Members may attend meetings of any Branch, but it is advisable to check the details with
the Branch Secretary first. Contact details are:

East Devon eastdevonbk.co.uk 01404 841629

Exeter exeterbeekeepers.org.uk 01392 832956

Holsworthy holsworthybeekeepers.org.uk 01237 440165

Newton Abbot nabk.org.uk rmountford@fordergardens.co.uk

North Devon northdevonbees.org secretary@northdevonbees.org

Okehampton okehamptonbee.co.uk 01363 82361

Plymouth plymouthbeekeepers.btck.co.uk 01752 338279

Tavistock events.tavistockbeekeepers@gmail.com 07709 977646

Tiverton tivertonbeekeepers.org.uk 01363 860252

Torbay tbbk.co.uk 01803 844804

Totnes &
Kingsbridge

totnesandkingsbridgebeekeepers.com 01803 866028

November

Thu 4th 7:30pm East Devon Branch AGM via Zoom (tbc)

Sun 7th 2:00pm North Devon Branch AGM (Castle Centre, Barnstaple)

Mon 8th 7:30pm Holsworthy Branch AGM (The Stables, Chilsworthy)

Mon 8th 7:30pm Torbay Liz Westcott Preparing Wax for the Show Table
(St Paul's Church Hall, Preston, Paignton TQ3 2DH)

Wed 10th 7:30pm Totnes &
Kingsbridge Branch AGM and Picture Quiz (via Zoom)

Sat 13th 2.00pm Torbay Branch AGM, Speaker: Brenda Loosemore
(St Pauls Church Hall )

Tue 16th 7.30 Plymouth Branch AGM via Zoom

Wed 17th 7:30pm Tavistock Branch AGM via Zoom

Wd 17th 7.30pm Tiverton Branch AGM via Zoom

Wed 20th 7:30pm Tiverton Branch AGM (Uplowman Village Hall)

Tue 23rd 7:00pm Exeter Branch AGM with Richard Ball Updates from DARG
(Venue or Zoom tbc)

December

Thu 2nd 7:30pm East Devon Christmas Meet-up and Design a Honey Label
via Zoom (tbc)

Mon 13th 7.30 Torbay Christmas Social (St Pauls Church Hall)

Wed 15th 7.00pm Exeter Graham Kingham A Shopping Day for a Worker Bee
(Venue or Zoom tbc) Email Secretary for further details

Wed 15th 7.30pm Tiverton Christmas Get Together via Zoom
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Devon Beekeepers’ Association
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

will be held
by Zoom Video-Conference

at 10.00 am on Saturday 11 December
Proposals for agenda items and nominations for election to

County Officer posts deadline is Wednesday 10th November 2021
This year there are vacancies for four Officer roles:

President, General Secretary, Gift Aid Treasurer,
and Editor Beekeeping Magazine

See page 220 for more details

DEVON BEEKEEPERS VIRTUAL HONEY SHOW
Closing date 30 November

All entries are by photograph
Full details of classes, etc, are on

www.devonbeekeepers.org.uk

SOUTH DEVON HONEY SHOW
(organised this year by Torbay Branch)

at St Paul’s Church Hall, TQ3 2DH
on

Saturday 29 January 2022
Further details coming soon
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